Sample Party Leader Speech
INTRODUCTION
Green is the future, green is the light, green is the answer. Good day citizens of the Philippines, I
am Eric Hamlin, Party Leader for the Progressive Pinoy Party running for the presidency of our
great nation. I am here today to tell you about our party and its position on clean energy - the
way to solve the problems in our society.
If you vote for the Progressive Pinoy Party, you are voting for a future for yourself and your
children. You are voting for the light at the end of the tunnel. You are voting for the only real
answer to all the problems of this country.
POINTS 1, 2 and 3 (these are summarized from the minister speeches) – the party leader will
have to include their own section – about natural disaster management.
I am here to tell you that green energy will provide millions of Filipinos with high paying, skilled
jobs. Green energy will also fix our pollution issues and will provide poor Filipinos with cheap,
desperately needed energy for their heating, cooking and lighting needs. Let me tell you how we
plan on making this happen. And remember, it is only by voting for us that this will happen!
NOW GO INTO THE DETAILS FOR EACH POINT - You should spend about 30 seconds of
speaking time on each ministry. You will ONLY focus on what your ministers believe is their
BEST idea.
POINT ONE: CREATE JOBS
MINISTER OF SOCIAL ISSUES - Unemployment
Unemployment is a significant problem in our country. Recent studies by the Department of
Labor indicate more than four million Filipinos are currently out of work. Department of Labor
statistics also show that 10% of all Filipinos of working age are working outside of the country.
It is about time to allow our OFWs to work at home and be with their families, instead of being
scattered across the globe. The Progressive Pinoy Party plans to devote money and resources
towards the research and development of green energy. We live in a nation full of sunlight and
we aim to tap that sunlight on solar farms located in special areas all around the Philippines. The
creation of these solar farms will create millions of jobs for local Pinoys. These jobs are high
skilled and will make Filipinos world leaders in solar technology. We also live on islands
teeming with geothermal energy and it is high time we tap the energy of the earth. Taal volcano
is already an area being tapped for geothermal energy. Our Progressive Pinoy Party plans on
expanding such projects to create more jobs and more skilled Pinoys. Help us make this a
reality! Vote for us!
POINT 2: END POLLUTION
Minister of Environment - Pollution (Air)
If jobs are not enough, we want to let you know about the benefits of green technology, solar and
geothermal, in helping to make our nation cleaner. According to the Department of Health, in
Manila alone there are 9000 cases of TB every year due to air pollution. A great deal of that
pollution is coming from coal burning factories and dirty automobiles. If you vote us into office,
we guarantee cleaner air for your benefit and for your children's. One goal will be to allow for

the import of hybrids and electric cars and make all public transit run on hydrogen. Clean fuel
for clean air. No one deserves to live in brown, dirty, smog-filled cities! We know this, you
know this, so vote for us! Your lungs will thank you.
POINT 3: CREATE CHEAP ENERGY
Minister of Economics - Electricity Rates
The Progressive Pinoys care about our poor. The United Nations indicates 40% of Filipinos live
on less than $2.00 a day and 60% are squatters, which means most of our people cannot afford
the expensive electricity bills coming from Meralco! We guarantee the energy we produce on our
solar farms and geothermal areas will be very cheap and available for all people, no matter what
their income. All Filipinos should be allowed to enjoy a warm bath, all Filipinos should have
light to read in the darkness, all Filipinos should be able to cook a homemade meal and with our
cheap, green energy, they will. But only if you vote for us will this happen.
YOUR INFORMATION ABOUT NATURAL DISASTER MANAGEMENT(causes and
solutions) GOES HERE. This part will obviously be longer than the summary you give on
each minister’s issues.
CONCLUSION
The Progressive Pinoy Party is the party of the people and the party for a better future. With our
green energy plan and with me, Eric Hamlin, as your Party Leader, you will have a future that
has more jobs, more clean air and with cheaper energy. Our party is not here to repeat the
mistakes of the past and to talk poorly about our opponents. We are focused on our children and
making their lives better and easier. Come election day, remember who is going to take care of
you. It is the Progressive Pinoy Party-our eyes are on the prize!

